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Figure 1. Makeup and Purification 
System which ~Intalns RCS quality 
and chemical limits. 
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Resin Characterization 
Supports 
Waste RemoYalEfforts 

Assisted by Westinghouse Hanford 
Company (WHq, TI&EP and OPUNC 
engineers began planning for tbe removal 
of ion exchange resin from the makeup 
and purification system demineralizer 
vC3seIs. Classified: as abnormal wastes 
(those not routinely generated at miClear 
power plants), the demineralizer resins 
have the potential for research and 
devclopment work in the area of waste 
disposal tecimology. 

During normal reactor operations. the 
makeup and purification system, shown in 
Figure 1, maintains reactor coolant quality 
and chemistry within prescribed limits. 
After the start of the accident on March 
28. 1979, reactor coolant system (Res) 
let40wn flow waS directed tbro~ the 
filters and deminera1izers for at least 
18-111 hoursbe(orethe flow stopped. The 
two demincraIiz« vessels, cidl located in 
a separate cnbicle(desipated.A lind B) 
on the 305-OO.de¥ation ofthe AUxiliary 
Building. wCre bypassechomi:!iimt: ~er 

letdown flow was lost and have since 
remained isolated from the RCS. 

Using demineralizer drawings and 
accident operating histories provided by 
GPUNC, plans were developed to assess 
the largely unknown status of the 
demineraliz.ers. and to outline a suitable 
cleanup strategy. Because high radiation 
levels prevented recovery persom;e!. from 
entering the cubicle.;;, a remotely operated 
miniature transport vehicle called the 
Surveillance and 1nservice Inspection 
Robot or SIS! was designed and equipped 
by WHC for entry into the deminei:alizer 
cubicles to obtain preliminary 
characterization information. SISI is 
shown in Figure 2. 

During these exploratory entries into 
the demineralizer cubicles, 51St also 
provided engineers with video 
observations of the cubicle interiors.: The . 
videotapes verified as-built equipment 
conditions, and showed piping and 
equipment to be in satisfactory condition. 
An evaluation of tbe equipment from the 
videotapes was useful in ciefining a resin 
removal approach, the most desirable 
option being that of using existina in
plant equipment and piping. 

In order to confirm the presence of fuel 
in the vessels and to determine if the . 
amount was at or near the c:rilic:allevel of 
70 kg. seYmu independent me8surement 
techniques were used. Solid-state track 
recorders (SSTRs) which provide a·tecord 
of tracks of fission prodllCtS 1Iel1Critedby 

. neutron-initiated fissions in the. 13Su· 
c:Olltainc!:d in the ssm wt:te ~ . 

.alon&side the A vc:ssd. Usiq SSti. data. 
1.7::t:(Ur; ~ oflD'Uiium. Wen:~ . 
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Figure 2. Remotely operated 
transport vehicle developed for 
exploratory work In the c1emiDeiaHmr 
cubicles. 

Demineralizer A 

Gas (8 pslg) (4 palg) 

85Kr "Ci/cmS 2.1E·2 1.BE·2 

H2% 6.B 7.2 

~% d).S d),S 

H2% 88..S BOA 

Othe,ok 6.8 2.4 

Table 1. Onslle deminerallzer v ...., 
gas sample analysis 

to be in tbe A vessel. Wbile SSTR diata 
confirmed the presence of fuel within the 
vessels. the data are unable to b.elp verify 
the locations of the fUel. 

To determine fuellocal:ion and obtain 
additional information on fission proouct 
content, WHC placed a siIicon-iithium 
gamma spectrometer system inside the 
cubicles. The detector can "see" the high
t;I}ClI'gY gamma ray associated with the 
144Pr daugliter of the fission product 
144Ce. Cerium-l44 is valuable as a fuel 
tracker because it is known to have 
chemical properties similar to uranium 
and is generally known to stay v.ithin the 
fuel matrix. Analysis of the A vessel's 
spectral data estimated fuel content to be 
1.3 ± 0.6 kg of uranium. The vessel was 
also estimated to contain about 6000 Ci of 
138es. the most prominent flSSion 
product. 

The gamma ~osropy showed that 
the activity for 37Cs and for the fuel 
tracker, 144CeIPr. peaks at two feet trom 
the bottom on the far side of the A vessel. 
'Thi5 profile suggests there is no water 
above the top of the resin bed. If the 
ettimates of location of the top of the 

Deminerallzer B 

(8 pslg) (4 pslg) 

B.BE·2 1.0£-1 

78 74 

d).2 EO.2 

10 11 

12 15 

resin bed are accurate, then the resin 
voloroe is one-balf of the volume 
originally installed in the vessel. This 
fmding is consistent with· Pacific 
Northwest I.aboratory (pNL) 
nonradioactive resin irradiation tests that 
showed a similar volume reduction for 
resin exposed to 1.7 x 109 nuIs, the dose 
GPUNC estimated the resins received as 11 
result of the accident. Although no 
quantitative fuel estimates could be made 
for the B vessel, the one data point 
obtained indicates less fuel but more 
fission products than for the A vessel. 

The characterization of the makeup and 
puriftcation dem:ineralizers f."lI1minated 
with sampling ao<! analyzing vessel gases, 
liquids, aod resln itself. Results of the gas 
sample analysis performed by the on-site 
chemistry department confirmed 
predictiollS .:onceming the composition of 
the gases that have been trapped and 
generated in the deminera1izer vesse1s since 
the accident. Due to the vessel's high 
radiation levels, radiolysis of the vessel 
water resulted in high amC)lwts of 
hydrogen and a substantial quantity of 
nondiatomic gases. The amount of oxygen 
was low due to an oxygen scavenging 
reaction willi the resins. A comparison 
betweea the nondiatomic pseS analyzed 
by WHC aod the PNL resin irradiation 
tests suggests that the resins in ·both 
demineralizer vessels were wet when 
irradiated. 

In early March 1983, engineers inserted 
a vacuum pickup probe through the 
diapllnun valve and resin fill line into the 
B vessel and produced the first high dose 
rate sample. The sample solution varied 
from amber to dark brown in color. but 
with very little solids evident. 

In April 1983. TLiEP enaineers 
completed a successful examination of 
demineralizer A vessel usins a SO-ft Ions. 
radiation-tolerant, fiberoptic scope. The 
scope. inside a pOlyethylene guide l1.1be. 
was poshed into the vessel through the 
resin fill Une and passed easily throu,ch the 
resi:t fill line diaphra,gm vaive~ Thc' ' 
fiberoptic scope and auide tUbe paths are 
detailed in F"JiUIC 3. Observations by 
TI&:EP personnel during the fiberscope 
inspcd:ion .:oncluded that the A vessel 
contains a bed of resin with.a crust of 
boron ayst8ls coating the top of the bed. 
The em. of the bed hau Jarae void .' 
that appearstobe·aIIOvf; the n::sbi·sJiddDs . 
outlet: line. The n:Sm in thew:cfis . 

.~tIl1d ambeiC:OloRdbeiow. 
the~ . ...c'tust: . .... . 

2 .. 
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Using mecbanical probes and vacuum 
sampling system, a 10-g solid sample of 
the A vessel resin was obtained. This 
sample had radiation readings of 3 radIb 
beta and ISO RIh gamma. The mechanical 
probe inserted into the B vessel found the 
resin bed approximately 1 ft. below the 
top of the water and 18 in. thick. 
Estimates of the resin and water levels in 
the B vessel are shown in Figure 4. 
Samples from various depths in the resin 
bed were resulting in a 7.5-ml slurry with 
approximately SO ml of solids. Radiation 
readings taken without shielding at the 
top of the sample shipping container were 
40 radlh beta and 800 mR gamma. 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) will do the chemical and 
radiochemical analyses on the resin 
samples. Results of the resin sample 
analyses will be reported in subsequent 
issues of the Update as the information 
becomes available. With this 
:baracterization information, TI&EP and 
GPUNC Vlill be able to determine 
:ompatibility of the .resin and comptabllity 
)f any resulting liquid waste Vlith the 
Submerged DcmineraIizer System (SDS) 
;on exchange processing system. 

Figure 3. Pathways of fiber optic 
hONIcopt ductnr; examlnat.ol 
demlnerallzer A veaaellntenells. 

Figure 4. estimate. of resin and 
water levels In B"...••. 

I..----Flow 
Distribution 
Laterals 

il2';t~_~'''!iF'',ar.'_'3._'i''Y''mI!!!'...m'fiiilW?R 511 liB· lin 3' 
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Video Inspections Support 
Reactor Building 
Basement Characterization 

Significant effort is being expended 
toward overal1 characterization of the 
TMI-2 Reactor Building. These efforts 
support dose reduction tasks, rlSsion 
product transport and deposition studies. 
Reactor Building dlUIiage assessments, and 
eventual c1eaDup of the basement by 
providing information necessary to 
determine decantamination techniques. 

As a result of the TMI·2 accident, 
contaminated water flooded the Reactor 
Bwlding basement. Approximately 
640,000 gal of water collected in the 
baselnent and remained until September 
1981. At that time, the Submerged 
Demineralizer System (SDS) and the 
EPICOR II ion exchange system were put 
to work to remove and decontaminate the 
bulk of tJ::e basement water. By May 
1982, nearly aU of the basement water had 
been removed and processed. 

lnitially, characterization efforts in the 
basement centered aroung sampling and 
analyzing the standing water and solids 
from the basement floor. Analysis results 
indicate the 134.137es aru,L9Osi- are the 
major radionuclides with !IOgr found 
predo:runately and after water removal in 
the solids. In August 1982, prior to a 
decontamination water flushing of the 
basement wall, beta and gamma radiation 
measurement began using 
thermoluminscent dosimeters (TLD). TLD 
"trees," each containing four TLDs 
spaced 5 ft apart on a cord, were lowered 
into the Reactor Building basement from 
the ground or 305-00 elevation. The 
preliminary TLD data indkate the 
basement walls. up to approximately 8 ft, 
and the floor area axe the principal 
sources of gross beta and ,aroma 
radiation. The degree of radionuclide 
penetration into the concrete as a result of 
the standing water is a major area of 
interest to the recovery project. 

Visual surveys, taken with closed circuit 
television (eerY) cameras and reported 
on by Reactor Bunding work crews during 
task debrierm& sessions, are helping 
r:searchers develop a graphic record of 
building damage. At greatly reduced 
man/rem exposures over in-person 
inspections, a color ccrv with remotely 
operat.:d functions for focus, zoom, iris, 
and pan-tilt operation::;, was lowered into 

4 

tnt' Rl-.actor Building basement. Th4 
cam~ surveyed the outside of the 
Reactor Coolant Drain Tank, the area 
below Core Flood Tank A, and the area 
below the equipment hatch. The calnera 
surveys showed no signs of physical 
damage resultin.8 from the accident, 
except some corrosion of carbon steel. All 
systems appeared intact; however, funber 
quantitative testing may reveal internal 
damage. Deposits or "bathtub rings" left 
on the walls by changes in level of 
postacci::lent basement water are evident. 
The solids on the basement floor, which 
are clnsidered to be one of the major 
contributors to dose rates in the lteactor 
Building, appears evenly distributed, thin, 
and loosely settled in the small area the 
camera surveyed. However, in subsequent 
surveys done in spring 1983, a number of 
bare sponts were observed in some areas 
of the floor. 

The special capabilities of Uhe camera 
system allowed observation otherwise 
unavailable, of a malfunctioning motor
opera~d valve located on the sampling 
line from Steam Generator B. This valve 
must be opened to drain the steam 
generator, a necessary operation prior to 
reactor vessel head lift. Following the 
camera inspection, engbleers concluded 
that the pin connecting the valve motor 
stem to the valve was broken and the 
valve must be bypassed in order to drain 
the steam generator. The best, points in 
the sampling line for cutting and installing 
the valve bypass were selected using the 
camera. 

Upon completion of this serle; of video 
surveys. the camera was replaced because 
of radiation damage to the camera system 
due to the hi&h radiation fiell.f..s close to 
the basement floor. A manually-operated 
camera was 8Scsemb1ed using off-the-:;helf 
components. Because radiation dose rates 
in the ar:a of Core Flood Tank A are 
relatively low (60 to 80 mRIh) compared 
to other areas of the 305-00 elevation, 
entry personnel were able to manipulate 
tbe te1escopingboom and pan-tilt 
mecbanil!m for the camera. 

From a 3O-in. manway. and a 
penetration near the Reactor Building's 
seismic sap. shown in FlJUI'C 5, 
technicians manipulated tbe camerA 

Figure 5. The 30-10. manway in the 
305·foot elMltlon thlt prcv!ded 
access to the reactor building
"semaRt for came.. su,...,.. 



Figure 6. 

A. The top of the sump Inlet trash 
rack In the Reactor Building 
basement. Exldence of extensive 
rusting Is present on metal surfaces 
and boric acid crystals can be seen 
on piping. 

B. A cable tray located approximately 
six feet below the calling contains 
galvlnJzed colile conduit. Boric acid 
crystals can be seen on pipe section 
above the cable tray. 

crystals. 

'.: ~:~. : 

C. I-beam support and pipe below 
ceiling show eyldence of boric acid 

through pipe and equipment congested 
pathways to gain access to tbe basement 
area near the sump inlet trash rack which 
is located in the nonhwest COrrier ofdie 
Reactor Building basement. Confirming 
information from earlier surveys, no 
visual evidence of physical damage to 
structures or equipment was found, but 
there is extensive rust and corrosion on 
carbon steel surfaces. The top of the 
sump inlet trash rack is shown in 
Figure 5. Solids and sediment deposition 
on the basement floor is not uniform. An 
estimated 500/0 of the floor area surveyed 
was covered with a thin layer of sediIilent 
or sludge. 

Turning the camera toward the ceiling 
of the basement, the surfaces of pipes, 
conduits, electrical cables, cable trays were 
examined. Heavy deposits of 
agglomerated b.oron crystals were seen. A 
cable tray located upproximately six feet 
below the cei.ling is shown in Figure 6. As 
the camera rubbed or bumped surfaces 
and equipment, a "snow storm" of this 
loose debris fel! nom surfaces near the 
ceiling to the base."Ilertt floor. Additional 
evidence of boron crystals is seen in 
Figure 6. The presence of this type of 
debris has added a new component to 
baseline cleanup and recovery 
consideration. The crystalline boron 
material, that is believed to have 
originated primarily as a precipitate out of 
accident water and decontamination water 
sprays, represents a potential source of 
airborne contamination. 

The basement walls. support columns, 
and equipment items appeared relatively 
clear of the bathtub rings noted in the 
earlier surveys except for what appeared 
to be the remnants of two partially 
washed away rings on one suppon 
column. This could attest to the 
effectiveness of 11 high-pressure water 
spray washdown of the basement waDs. 

The camera surveys of the Reactor 
Building basement have contributed to the 
overall understanding of the po&taccident 
condition of this area. Integrating the 
visual information with the preliminary 
radiological and chemical studies will add 
a new dimension to the characterizatio 
effort. Additional Sl.lIWiys. planned in 
preparation for additiol1BJ radio1oskal 
and d1e1nic:a1 studies. will assist recovery 
engineeri in demrminin.I the most 
beneficial1ocations for smnpIina the 
basement floor sludte, for additional 
radiation measumneats. and for accessing 
~ equipment. 

5 " 
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Vitrification' of,Raciioact.ve 
Liners Completed 

Table 2. Leach rates of low activity 
and n!llradioactive glass Jogs
m/em lday).. 

, Submerged DemineraHzer System (SOS) 
liners from TMI-2's zeolite ion lexchange 
media water cleanup system are being 
used in Department of Energy (DOE) 
waste disposition rese;arch and . 
development programs at a OOE national 
laboratory in Washington State. Three 
liners were shipped to the Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory (PNLJ during 1982 
and 1983 where their contents were 
successfully immobilized as vitrified gWJ 
logs. 

Low 
Location Activity Nonradiolictl,e 
on Log Glass Glass 

Top 4.8E-5 3.0E-5 
Middle 4.6E-5 3.9E-S 
Bottom 1.3E-4 3.6E-5 

rate tests. In Table 2. thOSe leach rate test 
results are shown along with.results 
.obtained during tests on a nomBdioactive 
vitrified log. The test resUlts are 
comparable with existinj standards for 
vitriflednuclear wastes and they. indicated 
that the glass successfully trapped the 
radioactive contaminants. 

Following vitriftcatiOll of the contents 
of liner DlooIS, all the component!: use1 
in the system were analyzed in preparation 
for vitrification of the two highest loaded 
SDS liners. All tests, including analytical 
studies ('i the perfonnance of the off-gas 
system filter and measurements of the 
effects 'of vitrification on canister wall 
thickness and smoothness. indicated that 
the system maintained its integrity while 
functioning as designed to vitrify the 
radioactive zeolites. 

PNL has been studying 'litrification as 
an effllCtive method for immobilizing the 
high specific activity radio tctive material. 
In the vitrification process. zeolites (which 
contain silicates and many of the basic 
constituents needed to make glass) are 
mixed with glass-forming chemicaJs: mud 
are fed into a canister in a furnace, where 
the mixture is heated to approximately 
10500(:. When the mixture cools, the 
canister becomes the container for the 
final waste product, a glass column that is 
a stable form for the SDS zeolites. 

In four tests on nonradioactive liners 
conducted in 1981, PNL demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the process. Then, in May 
1982. the In radioactive TMI liner 
arrived at PNL for vitrification. This 
liner, mOOts. loaded with 13,000 Ci of 
radioactive cesium, strontium, and 
daughter products, was one of tbe least 
radioactive liners from TMI. 

PNL technicians fed a mixture of 
010015 zeolites lind aJus formers into the 
vitrification in-can,me1ter system shown in 
Figure 7. VitriftcltiQn produced lin 
8-in.-diametet, '7-ft..Jona .... lot that was 
exteMiveiy monitored aDd acstcd: aftCr it 
had cooled. Glass 'core· sampICs. of the loa 
were taken from the top, middie,' an~ 
bottom of the aJass 1In4 ubja:tld toJ.ach 

"- ,!-:. 
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In January 1983'. a highly radioadive 
liner loaded with almost IU.OOO Ci of 
cesium and mOT.tium plus daughter 
produCt.> ?ni~'c:d at PNi from TMI. This Handling
liner, number DlOO12. was thel;irst fixture
radioactive liner to be shipPed with 
catalysts to recombine nidiolytic gases, (as 
described: ih the re1.ated article on SDS 
wastes). The DlOO12 zeolites were vitrified 
in stages over a period of weeks. lnthe 
first vitrification run, a portion of the 
D10012 zeolites. was :mixed "'ith glass 
formers to ·produce a 190-kg.mix. This Mixer 
mix tumbled for one hour in the mixer .feeder 
feeder vessel shown;a FIgUre 7· until the 
mixture was homogenized. It was then fed 
at a rate of 10 kg/h into the canister in 
the 1050 0 C furnace where vitrification 
occurred. Following vitrification, the 
mixture was heat soaked for four hours. 
Once cooled. the canister contained a 
solid glass log, approximately 6.S ft long Fillers 
and 8 in. in diameter. 

When another radioactive liner, 
Dl0016, loaded to 112,000 Ci, arrived at 
PNL from TMI, the balance of zeolites 
from DlOO12 was vitrified in a second 
vitrification run togetber with part of the 
zeolites from DlOOI6. The remaining 
Dl0016 zeolites were tben vitrified in a 
third canister. The three canisters, 
produced through vitrification of the 
bighIy loaded zeolites, are currently Fumaceundergoing characterization and leach rate (below floor)tests similar to those performed on the 
low-level liner vitrified in May 1982 (see 
Table 2). Preliminary test results indicate 
that the vitrification system performed 
extremely well, proving that highly loaded Figure 7. In-can melter system In use 
zeolites can be successfully immobilized as It Plclflc Northwest Llbanltory to 
glass logs. vitrify ZDS zeolft... 

Radiolytic Gases Recombined 
in SDS Waste Liners . 

The Department of Energy's TI&EP at 
TMI-2 facilitated recent shipment of 
highly loaded radioadive waste canisters 

.from the Island by developing a system to 
prevent formation of combustible gas 
mixtures in the canisters. The gas mixtures 
were formed because of radiol,ut gas 
generation In the canisters containing 
radioactive zeolite ion ex<:bange media. 

The canisters. called liners, were used in 
the Submerged Demineralizer System 
(5DS) to process accldcnt-senerated water 

predominantly contaminated with 
radioactive cesium and strontium. Over 
one million plIons of water flowed 
through the SDS from the Reactor 
Coolant Bleed Tanks. the Reaetor 
Buildina basement. and the .Reactor 
Coolant Systom.ancl resukedin ctirle 
loadings of up to 113,000 a includiDa 
daughter produl:t$ in $OII1C 1iners. The 

. 

Department of BneriY (DOE) ....eed to 
take 19 of these Hum for reseudtancl 
development work (See Wrification aiticJe. 
in this issue). . . .. 



While GPL'NC and the DOE TI&EP 
were preparing to ship the liners to DOE 
laboratories, technicians determined that 
the highly loaded liners were generating 
hydrogen and oxygen gases at tates which 
could produce unsafe concentrations 
during shipment. l'echnicians calculated 
gas generation rates of up to 1.1 liters per 
hour by monitoring the nsed liners both 
to assess the rate of increase in liner 
pressure and to analyze the composition 
of gases being generated. The data 
indicated that each liner's gas generation 
rate was proportional to both its curie 
loading and the amount of water 
remaimng in it. 

The TI&EP assembled a task force of 
technical experts to develop a solution to 
the radiolytic gas generation problem in 
~DS liners. After evaluating a list of 
possible solutions, the task force decided 
to test an approach in which catalyst 
pellets are placed inside each liner to 
recombine the radiolytic hydrogen and 
oxygen into water. Catalyst lecombiners 
had been used successfully in 
homogeneous solution research reactors to 
recombine hydrogen and oxygen over long 
periods of time. The task force concluded 
:hat conditions for catalyst use in the 8DS 
liners would have to be modified for 
successful application of the technique at 
TMI. Water would have to be removed 
from the liners to prevent possible catalyst 
submersion in the event of a shipping 
accident involving liner inversion, since 
catalyst action is inhibited when the 
penets are submCl-ged in water. Water 
removal was also expected to help reduce 
the radiolytic gas ge.,eration rate since 
those rates depended on the liner water 
content as well as the curie loading. 

In compliance with task force 
recommendations for use of catalysts in 
SDS liners, Westinghouse Hanford 
Company developed a vacuum outgassing 
system to remove residual water from the 
lineJ'!l. Vacuum outgassing removes water 
by reducing the pressure below the vapor 
pressure of water at ambient temperature. 
The residual water then boils off at room 
temperature. In performance tests, the 
vacuum outgassing system successflilly 
removed 10 Ib of water per day from a 
nonradioactive liner. 

Rockwell Hanford Operations (RHO) 
conducted laboratory tests during the late 
spring and early summer of 1982 to 
evaluate the rise ·of ::atalyst 'w.:ombiners in 
50S liners. The-I selected Englebard Type 
D p1atinum~panadium .catalysts for-the 

TMI studies. RHO performed tllese te..-ts 
on a nonradioactive SDS liner at three 
different liner pressures and in upright 
and inverted positions to simulate the 
pos.~ible conditions under which the 
catalysts r,light have to perform during 
shipping. The tests were conducted with 
gas generation rates of up to 3 liters per 
hour, more than twice the rate (1.1 liters 
per hour) observed in the highest loaded 
liner at TMI. To comply with federai 
shipping regulations, the catalysts would 
have to maintain hydrogen concentrations 
in the liners below 4% by volume or 
oxygen below 50Je by volume. All tests 
conflTl1led L'1at the catalysts would 
successfully recombine gases produced at 
more tban twice the maximum gas 
generation rate observed at TMI. 

Actual vacuum outgassing and catalyst 
addition would have to be performed at 
TMI from a remote location in order to 
protect workers from the hi.gh radiation in 
the SDS liners. RHO designed a 
combination vacuum outgassing and 
catalyst addition tool to allow TM1 
technicians to perform both furu;:tions 
remotely. When using the tool for vacuum 
outgassing, technicians t:Onnect the tool's 
I-I/2-in. diameter pipe to the SDS liner 
vent port through which residual water 
can then be removed. Tests using the tool 
to add catalysts to the liner concluded 
that the pel!ets could be added remotely 
through the vent ports to a filter assembly 
inside each liner. FlgUre 8 shows a ~---'on- Vent port 
techician carefully pouring the catalyst 
pellets into the portal on one end of the Catalysts
tool. The Johnson scr~ filter assembly, added 
with an area of 770 mm , is located below to this 
the vent port and can hold 236 g of the Johnson 

screenplatinum-paIladium catalysts. From the 
Johnson screen assembly, shown in 
Figure 9. the (llltalysts experience enough 
gas flow to successfully recombine the 
radioIytic gases. Contains 

8 cu. ft. of 
Inorganic 

Figure 9. Cutaway view Of an SDS zeolite 
Uner showing Johnson Senten to 
whlchcatal,sts .re added. 

~(P~~~4~~1l""'- Outlet 

Zeolite 
fillr------- opening 

..-.~~5ii;;;...,,-- Inlet 



Figure 8. Technician adds calallfst 
pellets to SDS Dner through cata:yst 
addition po.~lJ\I. 

Gas 
Composition 

(vol %) 

Table 3. Gas sample results of Liner 
D1oo12 after shipment. 

Nitrogen 
Hydrogen 
Oxygen 
Carbon dioxide 
Argon 

83.2 
2.1 

12.3 
1.3 
1.1 

Once all testing on nonradioactive liners 
proved the viability of the suggested 
techniques, tests were conducted at TMI 
on the most highly loaded radioactive 
liner, Dl0012, to observe the process 
under actual conditions. During the 
demonstration, the vacuum system 
performed as expected and the catalysts 
worked successfully to recombine the 
radiolytic gases. As part of the 
demonstration, the pressures in 
radioactive test liner DlOO12 were then 
monitored during a 14-<1ay observation 
period. Monitoring corumned that the 
catalysts were effectively recombining the 
radiolytic gases. 

Since December 1982, the combined 
vacuuming outgassing and catalyst 
recombiner approach has lxren used in 
preparing all SDS liners for shipment. The 
test liner 010012 left TMI for Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory on December 31, 
19&2. When the sbiprnent arrived at PNL 
on January 3, 1983, PNL sampled the 
liner gases through the liner's vent hose. 
The results, shown in Table 3, indicate 
that the catalyst controlled hydrogen 
concentrations below 4'1D as required. by 
federal regulations that :will be used for 
safe shipment. Shipments have Since 
proceeded smoothly and on schedule so 
that by the end of May 1983, 9 of 19 
liners will use for research had been 
shipped to a DoE research laboratory at 
Richland. Washington.· 
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EPICOR Waste Canister 
Shipments Continue 
Ahead of Schedule 

1982 1988 


The canisters are preIdters from the 
EPICORll water proe<.:ssing system at 
TMI-2. which decomaminated 500,000 gal 
of accident water from the TMI-2 
Auxiliary and Fuel Handling buildings. 
The curie loadings on the canisters after 
processing accident water range from a 
low of 160 a to a high of 2200 Ci. 

The flI'st canister left the Island in May 
1981 for characterization studies at 
Battelle Columbus Laboratories, where 
researchers concluded that the canister 
had suffered minimal damage as a result 
of exposure to the radioactive ion 
exchange media it contains. The liner then 
continued on to the Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory (!NEL) for 
further characterization. After that ilI'st 

. shipment, regular shipments to the lNEL 
.began in October 1982 and have 
continued at a rate of three to six a 
month. At the INEL, researchers are 
studying the short- and long-term effects 
of ionizing radiation on various typtS of 
ion exchange mec!ia and on the canisters 
containing those media. 

The characterization studies performed 
at the INEL will contribute to the 
development of technology needed to 
safely stOre, procea, and ultimately 
dispose of the contaminated ion t'xchange 
media. Two disposition options for these 
canisters currently under examination are 
(a) ion exchange media solidification in a 
cement or polymer aDd (b) media isolation 
in a hish-integrity container. Future 
Updates will discuss these disposal options 
aDd cbaraaerization studies as prosress is 
made. 

Shipments50 

40 

30 

20 
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0 

FIgure 10. Actual shipments of 
EPICOR liners lire proceeding ahead .	0' original projections, with 
completion in July. two months ahead 
of schedule. 

When the Department of Energy first 
prepared to ship ion exchange media 
canisters from the EPICOR n water 
processing system oCf TMI in 1981,. the 
list of canisters to be shipped numbered 
SO. Now. two years later, less than 10 
remain to be shipped. AB shown in 
Figure 10, shipments of these canistef3 are 
proceedins ahead of schedule. By the end 
of July 1983, alI of the original SO 
EPICOR II canisters will have been 
shipped from TMI. 
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Information and" Industry 
Coordination Serves Needs 
of Nuclear" Industry 

In support of TI&EP's overall goal of 
distributing information to industry, the 
Information and Industry Coordination 
Group (l&IC) was formed in late (982 to 
collect and distribute technical 
information learned from the accident at 
TMI-2. Systems, which are already serving 
the nuclear industry, have been used by 
I&IC to receive and distribute 
information.. Notepad, managed by the 
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations, is 
primarily designed for architectural and 
consulting firms, and the utility 
companies. NOMIS (Nuclear Operations 
and Maintenance Services), managed by 
NUS Corporation, for U.S. nuclear power 
utilities including GPU, is intended for 
maintenance and operations personnel and 
has the advantage of a mandatory 
feedback system. 

The I&IC Group determines which 
audience needs the information to be 
distributed and sends it for transmittal to 
NOTEPAD or GPU as a member of the 
NOMIS network. Another responsibility is 
to review all incoming Notepad and 
NOMIS bulletins to determine if there are 
concerns to which the DOE TI&EP can 
respond. I&fC can then communicate with 
the persons requesting the information or 
:an tailor information notices so that the 
proper people can be reached. 

Many times, the I&IC Group will 
contact the manufacturers or users of 
certain instruments when specific 
problems with the instruments in an 
accldem en\ironment are encountered. If 
generic problems are encountered and 
neither Notepad nor NOMIS is well suited 
for dissemination, I&IC may publish the 
information through the TI&EP's 
established GEND reporting system, in 
trade articles, or make a presentation to 
the: approporiate audience. For exarnpie, 
the I&IC Group has given presentations to 
IEEE meetings and has provided 
information on request to several utilities 
about hear stress. 

I&IC is constantly upgrading, 
expanding, and tailoring the program to 
contribute to the needs of industIY. F'or 
more information about I&IC, contact 
John Saunders or Jim Flaherty at 
(717) 948-1043. 
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Results of Quick Look 

Examinations Provide 

Damage Assessment 


After months of extensive planning, 
preparations, and training, engineers and 
technicians conducted a series of visual 
examinations inside the damaged TMI 
Unit Z reactor. The examinations, called a 
quick look. were conducted over a three
week period in July and August 1982. 
Although the quick look was limited in 
,cope. it provided engineers and 
researchers with concrete evidence of the 
actual condition of the re&:tor core and 
upper internals. This information forms a 
basis for evaluating early accident drunage 
..s~essments. performing future core 
damage research, and developing the 
ne.:essary plenum and fuel removal tooling 
in preparation for reactor vessel head 
removal and ultimate defueling of the 
damaged reactor core. 

Figure 11. Quick Look fnspectlon 
ctlmer8 and control unl1. 
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The primary objective of the quick look 
was to inspect the control rod guide tubes, 
a portion of the upper grid, the top of the 
fuel assemblies, and-if the fuel assembly 
u;:lper end Irttings were missing-the 
reactor core itself. A small, radiation
resistant, closed-circuit television (CCTV) 
camera (see Figure 11) was lowered 
through an opening created by the 
removal of a control rod drive mechanism 
(CRDM) leadscrew {see Figure 12}. 
Because of the size constraints of the 
opening, the camera was manipulated 
using its power cable and a separate 
articulating cable attached to the tip. 
During the series of quick look 
examinations, the reactor internals were 
examined at three locations, which were 
selectetl to provide a composite picture of 
the reactor conditions: core center, 
midradius, and near the outer edge. TIle 
results of these separate e-AalDinations are 
discussed below. 

Although the three examinations 
reqmred the use of slightly differem 
procedures because of the varying 
conditionli at the inspection locations, the 
same basic sequence of events occured at 
each location. The inspections began with 
technicians lowering the camera thrtlugh 
the CRDM motor tube into the reactor 
plenum to the general vicinity of the tenth 
support plate. Following preliminary 
inspections JI the areas of the tenth 
support plate and the upper end fitting of 
the fuel assembly directly below the access 
opening, the technicians manipulated the 
camera to perform detailed inspections of 
the plenum components and adjacent fuel 
assemblies. 

During the qulck look, visibility was 
limited by water turbidity and the 
intensity of available light. These 
conditions caused th~ effective visibility 
range to vary from as little as 3 iin. to a 
maximum of 24 in. from the camera lens. 

The detailed examination of the reactor 
plenum assembly revealed that, overall, 
the plenum appeared to be intact and 
relatively undamaged. The interior 
surfaces of the CRDM guide tubes 
examined appeared to be in good 
condition. FlaIces of debris were observed 
on the to? of nearly every horizontal 
surface: these flakes measured 
approximately 1/8 in. in diameter or less 
and formed layers, some to a depth of 
1116 in. The tnietness of the layers 
increased on surfaces closer to tbe core. 
These layers apparently were loosely 
deposit<!d. because the motion of the 
camera in the water offen 'disturbed the 
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flakes. The undersides '::If horizontal 
surfaces and the faces of vertical surfaces 
were clean and free of loose dehris. The 
vertical surfaces of the CRDM guide 
lubes, split-tubes, and Ctubes were 
re-Jatively free of debris near the top of 
the plenum, but had some slight deposit 
of material in the lower portion. The 
hottom end of one of the split tubes 
appeared to have evidence of minor metal 
removal. However, some of the C-tubes 
only inches away were undamaged. All of 
the S1\pport plate- brazements that were 
inspected appeared unbroken, free of 
distortion, and generally undamaged. 

At the core center position, the entire 
upper end fitting was missing. as were all 
adjacent end fittings. The grillwork from 
the midradius upper end fitting was 
completely missing as was its control rod 
spider, spring, and spring retainer. The 
grillwork on each of the othe;: upper end 
fittings visible from this location was 
present but partially melted and 
suspended from the plenum grid plate. 
One section of grillwork also had other 
identifiable components, such as a spacer 
grid, stubs of control elements, and 
partial fuel rcJs, suspended from it. 

The insides of the midradius upper end 
fitting were scanned using the camera's 
right angle lens. The end fitting a,peared 
to be in its non:nal position with respect 
to the grid structure. Metal chips and 
debris were found in the small space 
between the center tabs on the end fitting 
and the grid. In addition, some areas of 
the top portions of this upper end fitting 
have the appearance of having been cut 
by a torch, while adjacent areas appear to 
be in the as-manufactured condition. 

The fuel assembly upper end fitting and 
spidtr assemblies were found in their 
normal positions at t.he outer-edge 
inspection location -md one adjacent 
location. This indicates that the upper end 
fittings and the fuel assemblies in these 
IOU!.tions were sufficiently intact to 
support the spiders. 

Because the entire upper end fitting at 
core center location and the end fitting 
grillwork at midradius location -",ere also 
missing, access to the active core region 
was POssihle. Tr.is examination revealed 
that it void exists in the upper central 
ponion of the core. The void extends 
from the bottom of the plenum to the top 
surface of a rubble bed, approximately 
5 ft below the bottom of the plenum and 
radially outward to just beyond the 
midradius inspection point. This void was 

A. Metal chips and debris 
between centering tabs of 3n 
upper end fitting. 

B. Damage to E-9 upper end 
fitting looks like metal alte. It has 
been cut by a torch. 

C. Control rod element stub iii 
upper end fitting grill work. 

O. General appearance of the 
rubble bed at core·center location 
H·8. Potato-shaped object in 
cen~N of picture is l'ctually (linly 
O.32·cm In diameter. 

E. Unidentified rod on top of 
rubble bed at locaiion E·g. 

F. Pellet hold-down spring 011 top 
of rubble bed at location E·9. 

c 
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formed by tne redistribution of fuei from 
central fuel. assemblies. The rubble bed in 
the central region consists of fine granular 
particles, angular in shape. and 
approximately 118 in. in size. No 
recognizable shapes could be identified 
other than a portion of a control rod 
spider assembly. Engineers believe that 
this is the core center spider assembly 
which fell into the rubbk bed when its 
leadscrew was uncoupled to provide access 
for the quick look camera_ The general 
appearance of the rubble bed in the 
midradius region was considerably 
different than that at the core center 
location. In the midradiU6 region, the 
rubble bed was comprised of much larger 
pieces and numerous recognizable shapes. 
Stubs of fuel rods were also observed 
protruding upward from the rubble and a 
forest of rods could be seen look~g 
radially outward toward the west edge of 
the core. These rods and stubs were 
suspended from the remains of the upper 
end fittings that were still in place. 

Probing of the rubble bed at core center 
and midradius inspecticn locations 
completed the quick look examinations. 
Technicans inserted a lI2-in.-diameter 
steel rod into the reactor vessel through 
the CR.DM guide tube until it came in 
contact ...-ith the rubble. The rod was then 
rotated amI allowed to penetrate the 
debris to a depth of 14 in., where it was 
stopped by an unyielding obstruction. The 
rod penetrated the rubble bed to the same 
depth at both locations. 

The results of the quick look 
examinations, when taken together with 
other core damage estimates, provide 
engineers with a more accurate description 
of core damage and demonstrate that 
work in and around the reactor itself can 
be conducted safely and efficiently. 
Engineers reviewing the quick look data 
have concluded that a number of the 
Unit 2 fuel assemblies sustained 
considerable damage, cans4Jg the 
formation of a void area and a rubble 
bed. Tnis rubble bed consists of loose 
material and is not a fused mass. There 
was some evidence of partial melting of 
non fuel material in components with 
melting points much lower than uranium 
oxide fuel; no evidence of melted fuel 
pellets was found. Engineers also 
concluded that the plenum assembly 
appeared to be substantiallY undamaged. 
The information and experience gained 
during the quick look provide a solid 
basis for conducting future 'recovery 
activities, including reactor head removal, 
plenum r~moval. and safe defueIing. 
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Figure 1. The CTS sonar mapping 
device was lowered through a lead 
screw opening into the damaged 
TMI·2 core to obtain Information on 
the shepe of the core void area. 
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New Tool M,aps Shape of 
Damaged Core Internals' 

A specially developed tool was used in 
August and September to ultrasonically 
determine the profJIe of the void area in 
the upper region of the damaged TMI 
Unit 2 core. The tool and its related 
components, together called the Core 
Topography System (CTS), were designed 
and built by U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) contractor EG&G Idaho, Inc., at 
the Idaho Natipnal Engineering Labora
tory (!NEL) to measure the size and 
shape of the cavity inside the damaged 
Unit 2 reactor. This cavity, discovered 
during camera inspection of the Unit 2 
reactor in June 1982, resulted from frac
turing and relocation of the upper por
tion of the core dllring the accident. 

A preliminary review of the crs data 
indicates that the void is roughly sym
metrical and in some locations extends 
nearly to the core former wall (the struc
ture marking the core boundary). That 
review, based on only about S'lt of the 
total data. clearly shows that very few 
fuel assemblies in the core appear to 
re-.nain intact. and those that may. still be 
intact are located prima.-ily in the·peripb- , 
era] row of fuel asSemblies. The cfs 
data.aOO show many objecU, presumably 
the uppeI1:liost portions of dami8ed '. 
assemblies, banging ;dovin.intOtbe core 
region from the underside of·tbeptenum. 
After seVeral months"of comPUter~ted . 
data coiiipuation and Jab<inltOry~ .. 
are coQipleted~eilgi~ .·Will· be able . 
to TepOi:! definitive rCsUlts trow.tbe 
CTS~o~1i:; . .., ,.,. . 
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New Tool Mlaps Shape of 

Damaged Core Internals 


Figure 1. The CTS sonar mapping 
device was lowered through a lead 
screw opening into the damaged 
TMI·2 core to obtain information on 
the shape of the core void area. 
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core condltJon. 
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A specially developed tool was used in 
August and September to uIuasonically 
determine the profIle of the void area in 
the upper region of the damaged TMI 
Unit 2 core. The tool and its related 
components, together called the Core 
Topography System (CIS). were designed 
and built by U.S. Department of Energy 
(DOE) contractor EG&G Idaho, Inc., at 
the Idaho NaIipnal Engineering Labora
tory (lNEL) to measure the size and 
shape of the ca'lity inside the damaged 
Unit 2 reactor. This cavity, discovered 
during camera inspection of the Unit 2 
reactor in June 1982. resulted from frae
turing and relocation of the upper por
tion of the core dtuing the accident. 

A preIiminary rev.iew of the CTS data 
indicates that the void is roughly sym
metrical and in some locations extends 
nearly to the core former wall {the struc
ture marking the core bomuiary). That 
review, based on only about S'Ji; of the 
total data, dearly shows that very few 
fuel assemblies in the core appear to 
remain intact. and those that may still be· 
intact·are located primaIily in tbeperiph
era! .row of fuel assemblies. The crs 
data also show many objects,presumably 
the uppertriost portions of ~ . 
assemblies, haDgiuadoWJl.into the core 
region frOm. the·Underside·()f tije. p1enW):l. 
Arter seVeraImooths'ofcotnputer~ 

. data· !=Ompilii.non·and ·hibOi~~s·. .i: 
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are lowered into the core, and a position
ing head, which supports the boom and 
provides up and down as wen as rota
tional movement for the system. The 
1-3/8-in.-diameter boom is 40 ft long and 
has acoustic transducers at the bottom 
end. The transducers, located in the 
"sensing head," are lowered into the 
reactor through a manipulator tube, 
which replaces the control rod drive 
mechanism motor tube normally occupied 
by a lead screw. Once ~:lside the core 
void, as shown in Figure I, the sensing 
head sends out an ultrasonic signal that 
reflects off the first barrier it e.acounters 
and returns to the transducer which sent 
it. The time required for the signal to 
return is directly relatw to the distance 
the reflecting surface is from the 

. sensing head. 

The sensing head contains six pairs of 
transducers that point in six predeter
mined directions. When the CTS was 
installed in the core, it was oriented 
relative to IIXed points on the core service 
structure. One pair of transducers points 
straight down and records the sensing 
head's altitude above the bottom of the 
void. Another transducer set, pointing 
horizontally outward, measures the diam
eter of the void area. The four remaining 
transducer sets point at angles both above 
and below the horizontal at + 30. +45. 
-35, and -60 degrees. The sensing head 
transducers can provide data on the loca
tion of an object within 1-1/2 in. 

During operation of the CTS, thesens
ing head was driven to within 6 in. of the 
bottom of the core void. The sensing 
head then rotated a full 360 degrees in an 
automated, (.'Ontinuous motion. As the 
head rotated, a selected tl,lIlsducer at 
each location transmitted a signal every 
0.9 degree of rotation, resulting in 400 
data points per transducer per 36O-degree 
revolution. The sensing head then auto
matically raised 1 in., and the entire pro
cedure was repeated until the tool 
reached the top of the core cavity. A 
total of roughly 500,000 data points were 
obtained during CTS operation. 

During the weeks and' months which ' 
fonowed the incoTe work, all data col
leted were processed using correSponding 
computer software to develop a, romp.lete 

series of horizontal and vertical "cross.. 
sections" of the core, called slices. The 
data are being used to develop a topo
graphic map showing overall shape of the 
core cavity, location and shape of 
damaged fuel assemblies, and .)ther 
such features. 

Using the crs before head and plenum 
removal will allow researchers to analyze 
the configuration of tbe core before dis
assembly and defueling work ,alters that 
conitguration. The data gathered will be 
used to refine core relocation predictions 
in severe core damage accident 
assessment models. 

The data will also be used in analyses 
of reactor system components which may 
be built-in mitigators of accident effects . 
For example, early review of the data 
indicates that the core void is nearly, but 
not entirely, symmetrical. The crs data 
will provide information on where both 
the greatest and least amount of damage 
occurred. Engineers can then examine 
these areas to identify possible reasons 
for va.riances in the amount of damage. 

General Public Utilities Nuclear 
Corporation (GPU Nuclear) will use CTS 
data to assist planners working toward 
removal of the plenum in 1984, for the 
data show material hanging flIOm the cen
tral portion of the plenum which must be 
removed before that component can be 
lifted. The CTS also provides detailed 
information on the radial extent of the 
core void, its shape and prominent fea
tures such as partial and intact fuel 
assemblies. All this information win 
influence how and where fuel assembly 
removal-the last major stage in TMI-2 
cleanup-will begin. q 



First Samples of Damaged 

Core Obtained for Analysis 


Engineers participating in the DOB's 
TMI Read:or Bvaluation Program entered 
the Unit 2 Reactor building in September 
and October 1983 to obtain the imt 
actual samples of damaged core mate~ 
rials. The March 1979 accident caused 
part of the fuel to fragment into gravel
sized and smaller pieces which now con
stitute a rubble bed in the core. Prior to 
the sample gathering, scientists could 
only speculate on the particle size and 
makeup of the granular debris. 

EG&G Idaho, Inc., engineers, sup
ported by DOE and in cooperation with 
GPU Nuclear, aes;gned and built the 
specialized sampling tools used in the 
R"!lctor Building entries. To obtain six 
debris samples, team members used two 
types of rubble bed samplers-one a sur
face sampler and another for sampling 
below the surface. The surface sampler, 
shown in Figure 2, is called the clam
shell sampler because of its open-shut 
mode of operation. It was designed to 
obtain core debris from the top of the 
rubble, especially any large rubble 
chunks. The s+.aiDless steel device is 6 in. 
long and 1.4 in. in diameter. Operators 
remotely open its hinges to a width of 
several inches to obtain samples. 

The rotating tube or subsurface sam
pler is the same size as the clamshell 
~amp:er. In Figure 3, an engineer prac
tices attaching the subsurface sampler to 
the sampling boom in a mockup facility. 
The subsurface sampler readily enters the 
rubble bed surface with its pointed bot
tom tip. Once the device is below the 
surface, operators remotely slide open 
the sampling chamber's revolving 
door, admitting up to 2 in.3 of 
subsurface rubble. 

Each sampling device was lowered into 
the corf! at two locations: core center 
location H-S, and location E-9, at one
half the core radius. The first samples 
were taken at three different depths at 
each location: the surface, 2 to.3 in~ 
down, and 22 in. below the surface. The 
samplers l1(j:felowered into the cOre one 

at a time on the end of a 46-ft-Iong 
boom. This boom, lowered in four sec
tions to the rubble bed, had demarcatiuDs 
along its length to provide operators with 
sampler depth positions throughout the 
operation. Once operators completed 
sampling, they raised the boom and 
sampling tools up through a sample con
tainer situat~ over the control rod drive 
mechanism opening. The 12-in.-bigh, 
steel-shielded container had a trap door 
bottom wJu=Ch sealed shut after the sam
pling tool containing the core debris was 
secured inside. Based on radiation read
ings taken after sample acquisition, six 
good-sized samples were obtained. The 
readings ranged f£Om 220 mR1h gamma 
to 1100 mRIh gamma at the outer sur
face of the steel sample container. 

The six samples obtahted during the 
grab sample work are currently being 
analyzed at Babcock: &; Wilcox research 
facilities and at the INEL. The results of 
these thorough chen:aical andmicrostnJc.. 
tural analyses are expected in. the spring of 
1984. They will reveal for the first time 
the actual makeup of the rubble bed 
contents. These results will be studied to 
characterize the nature and history of 
damaae to the core and will yield 
infOfl1l!1tion Deeded for fuel handling and 
renwval opetations. 0 

Figure 2. Seen in Its open position, 
this clamshell sampler was used 
to obtain debris from the surface of 
the Nbbte bed Inside the TMI·2 core. 

Figure 3. An engineer worts with 
the subsurface sampler U38d to 
obtain core debris from beneath the 
surface of the core rubble bed. 



Control. Rod Drive 
Mechanism Lead Screw 
Samples Evaluated 

One of three control rod drive 
mechanism lead screws removed from the 
reactor vessel to provide ac:a:ss for 
closed-circuit television inspection of the 
reactor internals and for core daInaj~e 
assessment has undergone extensive lab
oratory examination. The H-8lead screw 
selected for examination came rrom an 
area of core dlunage at the ccl1!'er of 
tbe vessel, 

In November 1982, a 30-in. threaded 
section of tbe H-8 lead screw was att 
into tbree pieces and removed irom tbe 
Reactor Building. Figure 4 sbowl the 
location of the lead screw in tbe rea.::tor 
and the sections cut and sent to labora
tories for evaluation. The fust section 
was sent to BaueUe Pacific Northwest 
Laboratory, the second tG Babcock it 
Wilcox's Lynchburg Research Center, 
and the last remained on site for solution 
cbemistry studies. 

Contact radiation readinas cuging 
from 30 to 60 RIb gamma were detected 
on the three sections, primarily due to 
tbe presence of 137es. One section was 
used in investigations of techniques for 
removing cesium and other fISSion prod
ucts from stainless steel reactor internal 
components. The sample was soaked in 
increasinsIy strODi chemical solutions, 
!'8DSing from borated water to Ditric
hydronuoric acid. A noticeable decrease 
of 137es and 12SSl' activity occWTed 
only after the ~essive nitric
hydronuoric acid bath, indicating that 
tbe cesium deposits were very tiabtJy 
bound to tbe lead screw. Additional' 
exPeriments showed thAt there were no 
detectable amoullts of m:etalIk zirConium, 
zirconium hydride. or zifccmium-si.lvu 
aiIoys present Ollthele8d screw~{1b!ere 
had 'been ~D 1bat. the.prescuce of 
these'·materiaI!; COuIct· cOMdtu~.ea pyn.,.. 
pboriclty bazardduriqheiif 1m.) , 

In detailed analyses of the second sec
tion, the lead screw was examined vis
ually and samples of surfaa debris were 
coUccted. Nine metalloJraphic spedmCllS 
were cut from selected locations for 
microstructural evaluation and recon
~truction of the peak temperatUre profile 
of the lead screw. This section was found 
to have loose particulate debris 011 the 
surface and iii Dl"aJti1a.ycr film on the 
stainless steel. The lead screw deposits 
indicated extensive core materials l'eaC

tion. Lead-screw-deposit particles bearing 
uranium and zirconium ("meatiq fuel 
cladding interaction) aCCOWlted for 
approximately 10'" of the particles ana· 
Iyzed. The prescuce of strontiUllHilver
bearina particles, which constituted 
approximately 6'!t of the partide popula
tion, indieated that the silver-indium
cadmium control material reacted with 
the zircaloy fuel rod cladding or auide 
tubes after control rod failure. 

Metallography and microscopy revealed 
three distinct layers 011 the lead screw. 
An inner layer, appro~y 3 pm 
thick, was identified as heina a typical 
reactor water colTOSion film. A second 
chromium-ricb layer, 10 to go pm thick, 
was also identified. About CJOIJ. of the 
cesium 011 the lead screw SImple was 
associated with this second 1Qa-. Iu 
noted in examiIIation of the rust lead 
screw section, the cesium could not be 
effectively nmoved from the lead screw 
by any dec:ontunination solution except 
the nitric-hydrofluoric acid. This implies 
that a laq,e concentration of c:aium may 
n:main Ollverdcal Wlderhad surfaces 
even after proposed fJv.sbiDa efforts. t'.ae 
third. and outCl'lDO$t "ycr, Whic:h ran,acd 
in ~tDess from 25 to 75 ,.. was rad

=~=.~~ 
_ riWrMof tbeuram~onthe . 
lead scRw sCcdon•.' 

http:cOMdtu~.ea


In March 1983. the rest of the lead 
screw was cut into sections and shipped 
to the INEL for detailed examinatilID. 
Extensive testing is now underway at tbe 
INEL to more completely identiry the 
type and quantity of f'lSsion product and 
uranium deposits on the kad screw. 
Examinations will determine the max
imum temperatures to which the lead 
screw was subjected and tbe amount of 
teHurium deposited in the lead screw 
debris and on its surface. The testing 
should also reveal if there is a change in 
composition and quantity of radioactive 
material depending upon lead screw 
location in the core and should further 
characterize the nature of the loose and 
tightly adhered layers discovered in tbe 
early analyses. 0 
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Figure -t. The lower podioft oUhe . 
H-8 lead screw was divided into four .. . 
sections for analYsis at ·..parale . 
laboratory tadlltles. . 



Accident Waste Shipment 

Goals Reached 

The DOE TeChnical Information and 
Examination Program (TI&EP) reached a 
milestone in the TMI-2 recovery )K'ogram 
during the summer of 1983, when the last 
of SO EPlCOR II canisters jeft the TMI 
site for the lNEL, and the last Sub· 
merged Demine"-llzer System (SOS) liner 
used to process Unit 2 Reactor Building 
basement \'tater left for Rockwell 
Hanford Operations, a DOE contractor 
in Richland, Washington. 

In a leUer j<; the Tl&EP staff marking 
completion of the EPICOR task, Shelby 
Brewer, DOE Assistant Secretary for 
Nuclear Energy, noted that the final ship
ment of an EPlCOR liner in July 1983 
"not only opened the way for a valuable 
research program," but also alleviated 
"concerns of the people around the TMI 
site" that the plant would become the 
permanent disposal location for the 
wastes. In August, Dr. Brewer attended 
formal ceremonies as the last SDS liqer 
used to process basement water was 
shipped off the island. See Figure S. 

The EPICOR II canisters are prefilters 
from the EPICOR II water processing 
system at TMI-2, which decontaminated 
565,000 gal of accident water from the 
Amiliary and Fuel HandJing buildings. 
The curie loadings on the canisters after 
processing accident water ranged from 
160 to 2200 Ci. The SDS is a water 
decontaII'Juation process that uses inor
ganic material called zeolite, rather than 
the predominantly organic resins used in 
EPICOR II, to adsorb the fission prod
ucts from the water, concentrating them 
in a form suitable for safe shipment and 
disposition. The SDS processed a total of 
600,000 gal of highly contaminav-.d water 
from the Unit 2 basement. Zeolite, a sub
stance resistant to radiation damage;'has 
been found to accommodate radioactivity 
loadings in excess of 20.000 Cifft3. while 
the resins in the EPlCOR. II system nor~ 
malty accommodate loadings of less than 
40 Cilft3. 

Of the 19 SDS liners that DOE is 
accepting for research and disposition 
projects. only six were not used in base
ment water processing. These six liners, 
used to process R.eactor Building decon
tamination water and reactor coolant 
system water, remained 011 the island 
following the August ceremonies there, 
with one liner scheduled for shipment to 
the Richland site in October, two in 
November, one in December, and the 
fmal two in February 1984. Of the 
19 80S liners, 16 will be buried in special 
concrete overpacks for a monitored 
burial demonstration program. The other 
three liners were used in 1983 in a vitri
fication demonstration, whereby the 
zeolite-ion-excbange media were mixed 
with glass formers and vitrified into a 
glass log to trap the radioactive 
contaminants. 

Of the SO EPICOR II canisters sent to 
theINBL, 47 will be buried at a commer
cial site in hlgb intesrity containers, 
capable of immobilizing the wasta for 
300 years. A related artk:Je on these 

'specialcootainers appears in this issue of 
the Update. The remainins three 
EPlCOR canisters are being used for 
research and diSposition ·projeas. such as 
resin solidification and resin'desradation 

. studies. 0 . , 

Flgurs 6. Dr. Shelby Brewer, DOE 
Assistant Secretary for Nuclear 
Er.e'1Y. acc.pt8 the last SDS liner 
used to proce.. ICCldent w••te 
water while GPU Nuclear President 
Robert Arnold looks on. 



Videotape'on Waste 
Management 
Available for Loan. 

A videotape program, "The Submerged 
Demineralizer System: Meeting the Waste 
Management Challenge," is available for 
loan from the TI&BP Without charge. 
The program documents an entire TMI~2 
waste manaserill,:nt sequeave from waste 

. generation, throUgh processing and Ship
ment, to waste disposition. Presented in a 
narrative style sunable for a genefal tech
nicaIaudience, the program discusses the 
diffu:ulties and6uccessesenooumered 
during 'development. and use of the Sub

. merged JJemineralizerSYstem. To boirow 
, a copy .of thevideolape;. contact . 
KimHilddbck,EG&Q idaho,lnc.,P.O. 
&x 88~ MiddJetown~ FA 17051. Phone 
FTSS9C);.1019 Or dl1)~1019.[] 

New Container 
Handles 
TMI..2 Wastes 

Technicians at the INEL near Idaho 
Falls. Idaho. have begun loading 
EPICOR liners into high integrity con
tainers or HIes in preparation for ship· 
ment to a permanent ~torage' area. The 
loading marks the end or a pioneering 
effort to design the first disposal con
tainers for items with high radiation 
levels. 

Nuclear Packaging Incorporated of 
Tacoma. Washington, built two pro· 
totype containers and will build 45 addi
tional containers following a DOE 
decision 10 demonstrate that wastes 
generated as a result of the TMI-2 acci
dent could be handled as commercial 
reactor wasl~. EG&G Idaho, Inc., 
worked with Nuclear Packaging during 
the 18-month design and development 
proces.s. The containers are 7 ft tall by 
more than 5 ft in diameter. In Figure 6, a 
HIC sits on a trailer with an EPICOR 
liner near~y. 

"The container is designed to hold up 
to 2500 Ci of beta-gamma emitting 
was!es," according to one of the design 
team members, Ray Chapman of EG&G 
Idaho. immobilizing wastes for a 
minimum of 300 years and meeting 
design criteria in 10 CFR 61 were other 
goals for the project. The Transportation 
Technology Center at Sandia National 
labora!ories developed the final design 
criteria. A peer group made up of repre
sentatives from throughout the nuclear 
industry evaluated and approved the 
design. 

The containers are made of steel rein
forced concrete with a steel inner liner. 
The inner shell is epoxy coated for COrro
~ion protection. The COncrete walls range 
in thickness frl'm 6 to II in. A special 
f".ature of the lid ~ a venting m!!Chanism 
that wili aUow dispersion of bydrogen 
and oxygen gases generated as a result of 
water breakdown within the Container • 

• •:,_.~ -0
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Figure 6. A new HIC, still wrapped
in shipping materill, sits on a low
boy trailer next to a nonradioactive 
EPICOR liner US" to practice 
loading at the INEL. 

Instead of using bolts or mechanical 
fasteners for the container lid. the lid is 
sealed with epoxy around its perimeter. 
The seal successfuDy passed drop tests 
conducted by the manufacturer and by 
INEL engineers: its integrity was unaf
fected by the impact of the drop. The 
epoxy seal, after a 48-h curing period 
withstands radiation of more than 109 R, 
based on exposure tests. Using the epoxy 
also minimizes radiation exposure to 
workers. Surface exposures on the con
tainer with an EPICOR liner inside are 
about 100 Rlh on the sides and about 
25 RIb on the top. 

The werkers at tbe INEL will use 
special handling rlXtures and procedures 
in the Test Area North Hot Shop to 
place each EPICOR liner into a con· 
tainer. In Figure 7, a nonradioactive 
EPICOR liner is lowered into a container 
duriog a dry run. A permanent storage 
site for the Hners and containers is still 
under study, but the containers will be 
transported in a Chem-Nuclear Systems 
Incorporated CNSI-I4-190 cask that is 
being bwlt specifically for the project. 0 

Flgure.7, A~ . 
EPICOR IInIi' ·1. loWIiIiWd'eIpwIy IriIOUwtllC. .. ., 



First Demineralizer Resin 
Sample Results Assist 
Waste Management Work 

The DOE TMI Waste Immobilization 
Program is workins with government 
laboratori1es and GPU Nuclear to develop 
methods for safely removing contam· 
inattd resins from the Unit 2 makeup 
and purification system demineralizers 
located in the Auxiliary Building of the 
damaged plant. As reported in the 
August 15, 1983, issue of the Updote, 
sampling activities to assess demineralizer 
conditions began in early 1983. Prelim
inary results have given waste manage
ment engineers new information to assist 
in planning for resin removal. 

1n February 1983, gas samples were 
successfully obtained from both the 
A and B demineralizer vessels. Analysis 
of the samples confirmed GPU Nuclear's 
supposition that both the A and B resins 
were wet when they were exposed to fIS
sion product contamination, although 
fiberoptic borescope examination of the 
A demineralizer showed that the A vessel 
resins are now dry. The borescope exam
ination, conducted in April 1983, showed 
what may be a crust of boron tI'Ystals on 
the surface of the dry A-vessel r~ins, but 
confirmed that the resins in the B vessel 
are still under about 1 ft of water. 

Solution and solid samples were 
obtained from the B vessel in March and 
April, and a solid sample was obtained 
from the A vessel in April. Analysis of 
resin samples from both the A and B ves
sels is continuing at the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL), but sel
ected preliminary results are listed in 
Table 1. AU samples wnJirm that the 
fuel oontent of the demineralizer resins is 
well below criticality levels. but the pres
ence of plutonium in the resins means 
they will have to be handled as tf'llm
uranic wastes. The samples also indicate 
cesium activity levels that far exceed 
known values for any ether accident
gt:!lerated waste in the plant. The 137Cs 
acthity ranged from 220 ~ilg in the A 
vessel solid sample to 16.9 x 103 ~i/g in 
the B vessel solid sample obtained in 
April. Cesium will have to be removed 
from the resins before existing plant 
systems can be used to transfer the resins 
out of the A and B vessels. 

In normal plant operations, demin
eralizer resins are removed by sluicing 
tllem in slurry form through existing 
sluice piping to spent-resin storage tanb. 
Tests performed on irradiated resin as 
part of the TMI research efforts confIrm 
that the resins here are sluiceabJe. 
However, the high activity would make 
normal sluicing a high radiation-exposure 
task for plant workers. The DOE Waste 
Immobilization Program, GPU Nuclear. 
Westinghouse Hanford, and ORNL have 
developed a two-phase plan to fU'St 
remove the cesium from the resins, and 
then sluice t.1te resins from the ves:;ek 
for packaging. 

During Phase I, 137es will be removed 
f;om the resins and processed throup 
the plant's Submersed DemineralU:er 
System, a water decontamination process. 
To accomplliih cesium removal, engineers 
will add water to the vessels to rinse and 
elute their contcnU. The resins will be 
riiIsed with borated water and "!luffed" 
with uitrogen gas. and then the WaIcr wiD 



Table 1. Sample Analysis of Resins in 1h& A and B Demineralizer Vessels 

March 198~ Sam~le A~ri11983 Sample 

B Solution B Solid B Solution B Solid A Solid tElement (ppm) ~pm) ~pm) (ppm) (ppm) 

_8Cs 30 30 100 100 
_8Sr <1 1 4 

U 0.064 1620 0.109 283 1250 
Pu 0.72 E·3 3.550 0.64 e.3 0.787 3.520 

"' 

fsotop~ (JICi/g) (pel/g) (pCi/g) (PCI/i) (,.lei/g) 

Cs·134 0.181 E+3 0.778 E+3 0.101 E+3 1.13 E+3 15 
Cs·137 2.64 E+3 11.2 E+3 1.48 E+3 18.9 E+3 220 
Sr·gO 0.014 E+3 0.49 E+3 9.48 0.8& E+3 200 

a. No analysis conducled. 

be decanted. Essentially the same opera
tion will take place during elution; how
ever, chemicals such &s sodium borate 
will be added to the flush water to 
remove additional radioa{;tive cesium 
from the resin. During hoth the rinse and 
elution steps, the flow rate of water 
through the vessels will be restricted to 
below 5 gpm, arate slow enough to 
ensure that very little of the resin will be 
carried out with the rinse water. Because 
even this slow velocity is capable of car
rying some resin and fuel particles out 
with the water, a filter will be insralled in 
the flow path to guard against particle 
carryover to the Submerged 
Demineralizer System. 

Engineers estimate that about 2000 gal 
of water will have to flow through each 
demineralizer vessel before the cesium 
activity is significantly reduced. The 
water will be added to the vessels in 
300-gal batches, and each vessel will be 
rinsed three times and then eluted three 
times. Engineers will feed a batch into a 
vessel. soak the resins, fluff them, let 
them settle, and then will decant the 
water. Because the cesium concentrations 
are so high, the discharge stream from 
each vessel will bave to be diluted with 
additional process water immediately 
after the rinse water leaves the deminer
wer cubicle. The entire procedure can 
be repeated more than three times if it 

10 

appears tbat stili more cesium could be 
removed from the resins. Cesium removal 
will reduce the dose rates both in the 
demineralizer cubicles and along the 
sluice path to the spent-resin storage 
tanks. Removal of the cesium will also 
minimize the handling problems asso-
ciated with the packaging of the sluiced 
resins for shipment. 

Once the resins have undergone rinsing 
and elution, Phase 2 of the removal plan 
will begin. In this phase, the actual sluic
ing, packaging, and disposition of the 
demineralizer resins will occur. While 
analysis of the ORNL samples continues, 
the information contained in the prelim
inary results have allowed waste ma.nage
ment planners to develop this two-phase 
resin removal process. Additional samples 
will have to be obtained from the dry 
rem bed in the A vessel before engineers 
can confum that the two-phase process 
developed on the basis of the wet resins 
in the B vessel will work equally well for 
the dry A resins. Barring any oomplica
lions, the resin removal process should 
begin early in 19M. The removal of the 
resins from the plant will accamplish 
another significant milestone in the 
TMI-l cleanup. 0 



TMI·2 Cables and Connectors 
Under Evaluation 

DOE is supporting an effort to deter
mine the" effect of the TMI-2 accident on 
the cables and connectors inside the 
Reactor Building. Accident effects on 
both the electrical and material properties 
of the cables and connectors are being 
assessed. The components under evalua
tion include penetration assemblies, ter
minal boxes, terminal blocks, splices, 
cables, and cornectors. The aim of the 
cable and COIL.'lector evaluation program 
is to determine what impact cable and 
connector degradation had on the func
tional capability of instruments in the 
Reactor Building. DOE's TMI Instrumen
tation and Electrical Program is being 
assisted in its characterization efforts by 
three national laboratories: the INEL, 
Hanford Engineering Development 
Laboratory, and Sandia National 
Laboratories. 

TMI-2 contains approximately 1800 

instrumentation and electrical channels. 

In the cables and connectors evaluation 

program, engineers are reviewing post

accident data to identify channels and 

penetrations most likely to contain 

impaired cables or connectors. From 

these data, candidates for further eval

uation are selected. 


The instrument channels are first 
studied remotely using in situ data scan
ning techniques. Approximately 300 cable 
channels are undergoing these data scans. 
Cable channels and penetrations known 
to have been subjected to such environ
menu:! stresses as high temperature, rad
iation, and moisture are selected for the 
data scan. Data taken include insulation 
resistance as a function of voltage and 
time applied, capacitance and dissipation 
factors as a fnnction of frequency, loop 
resistance, inductan:::e, and changes in 
characteristic impedance as measured by 
time-domain reflectometry methods. 

Several factors are considered when the" 
scan data of instrument chalmels are 
being analyzed. Using empirical data on 
the cbannelsobtained from the cable or 
cormectar vendor, empmcal"data meas
ured on prototype components, and . 

theoretical calculations-including calcu~ . 
lations based on computer modeling
engineers learn what they can about the 
way the chaImels should opera~ and 
what might be causing channel impair~ 
ment. Analytical characterization also 
takes into account the effect of the end 
instrument on the channel; this effect 
r.annot be separated fro01 the cable or 
connector in the scan data. Also con
sidered in scan data anaiysii; are drawings 
that locate cable channels according to 
the environmental stress they are pro
jected to have received. This information 
is then correlated with the data taken in 
the scan tests. 

By September 1983, 60 channels had 
been scanned. Of these 60, six showed 
signs of impairment. Preliminary analysis 
suggests the causes of impairment may 
~clude corroded penetration contacts, 
water penetration through the bulk cable 
sheath, and corrvsion in spliced regions. 
In further testing planned on the 
impaired channels, the exact nature of 
each cable malfunction will be 
pinpointed. 

Based on· information gathered in the 
in situ data scans, sections of cables, 
connectors, and other components are 
identified for laboratory evaluation. If 
possible, these samples are removed from 
the Reactor Building, and their electrical 
and material properties are characterized 
in investigations at the pa.rticipating 
national laboratories. Noticeable changes 
in materiaJ properties of the samples are 
correlated with impairment in dielectric 
properties of the sample_ The dielectric 
properties of cable samples are ebarac
terized over Q1l appropriate temperature 
range, and the data are compared with 
that taken on an experimental control 
section of cable. 

. The Cxamination of Ilc particular TMJ-2 
Cable samp1t,the poJat crane pendant. 
cable, offets one· exartJ.p!e' of the kinds of 
da~ beingpttet:edali a l"!SUltof insL'U 
data scanil.irigand ccorrelatiililaboratory 
ex~at:ion 9f TMl-2cable5imd connec.: 
t9TS. ThepOlar~ariejleridant Cable was "". 



normally used to oper&te the SOO~ton 
Reactor Building polar crane at nfi-2 
from a remote location on the building's 
347-ft elevation. During the TMJ-2 acci
dent, the cable hung suspended through 
approximately 50 ft of free space at 
nearly the center of the Reactor Building; 
thus, the cable was considered a prime 
source for studying both radiation levels 
and bydrogen burn patterns. 
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Visual inspection of the· cable in place 
mthe building provide.i!:he only ir. 'situ 
information obtained on the sampie. In 
this visual exanJnation, ~gmeers 
observed the effects of the hydrogen bum 
on the cable sheath: greater burn dama.&; 
occurred at higher elevations. The cable 
was removed as .partof the polar crane 
refurbishment program, as· reported .in 
the related article in this issue of the 
. Update. With. the cable's building orlen:.. 
tations carefiillymarked, the sample was 
cut into 3O-in. sections. Tbe measured 
radiation levels frQm the cable are shown 
in Figure 8. In.this fIgure; .an increasing 
se(:tion number corresponds to increasing 
elevation in the building. The relatively 
high radiation levels forlower elevations 
are attributed to tl;.e fact that thes<: cable 
sections were lying flat in the building, 
thus exposing more surface area to set
tling contamination. In aU studies of the 
cable sections, no significant difference in 
electriCal properties was observed between 
the different cable sections. 

The examination of this particular 
. cable sample eonrumed studies of both 
hydrogen burn patterns and radiation 
levels in the building being conducteil in 

.. other research programs. It eonfirtiied 
that th~ Cabl~·s.e1eCtrical properties were 
uniform along the entire length of the 
::able, regardless of extremes of 

enVironmental conditions. 


Figure a Radiation levels on the 
polar crane cable were a function of 
location .along t~ length of the.....able 
from the crane to the floor; .Radlation 
levels decreased as the distance of 
the cable from the floor increased. 

Information such as this will continue 
to be gathered on cable and connector 
specimens from the TMI·2 Rl:actor 
Building. By October 1984, engineers par
ticipating in the characterization program 
hop!) to be able to define the extent to . 
which cable and Connector c:I.egradation 
imp~the functional capabitityof the 
instiumeD~tion inTNJ-2. By late 1985; 
results from J~~ratorytests characteriz
ing the nature ofimpairmellt to the 
cablC::s :a:iidcorinectors will be available 
.fOr~on by utilities. and by 
ruanufactUrersofeable and connector 

•. eq~pntent,asweli as·.by the Nuclear 
>R.¢gWa~oty CmnillissionandOtber 
·:staijd#di-settingot~Q!l.Q .. 



Polar Crane Refurbishment 
Complete, First Load 
Testing Planned 

Walkway 
elevation: 427 ft 4-1/2 10.''-Festoon 

" 

r~.Control Auxiliary .. 
,"pendant Main 
~;.holat holat 
i 

Following nearly a year of inspections, 
a!lalyses, repairs, replacements, and 
no-load operational testing, the polar 
crane at TMI-2 is structurally, mechan
icaily. an!:! electrically ready to undergo 
load testing-the fmal stage in prepara
tion for reactor vessel bead lift opera
tions. The SOO-ton Whiting polar crane 
installed in the TMI-2 Reactor Building 
became inoperable as a result of the 
March 1979 accident. Figure 9 shows the 
main components. 

Because of the pnlar crane's strategic 
importance in removing the reactor vessel 
head, GPU Nuclear and the Polar Crane 
Task Group decided inspections, refur
bishments, and tests should he aimed at 
restoring functional capabilities of strictly 
the bridge, trolley, and main hoist mech
anisms using pendant control. The indus
try experts making up the task group 

agreed that concentrating recovery efforts 
on these operating functions would help 
to control costs, save time. and minimize 
man-rem exposure, while achieving the 
m.ain objective of the volar crane 
recovery project: reestablishing those 
crane motions necessary to move w.e 
missile shieids and reactor vessel bead. 

The Polar Crane Task: Group included 
personnel from Bechtel North American 
Power Corporation, responsible for 
overall management and implementation 
of refurbishment activities; consultants 
from United States Crane, Inc., spon
so~ by the Electric Power Research 
Institute and responsible for mechanical 
component repair work:; and DOE
sponSored consultants from United 
Engineers and Constructors Inc., 
responsible for electrical compflnent 
repair work. . 

Figure 9. Major components of 
the TMI-2 polar crane were refur
bished during recent work preparing 
for reactor vessel head remoYai. 



Much of the damage to electrical 
systems and components appeared to be 
the result of the hydrogen burn, In fact, 
the power and control conductor-collector 
system from the crane bridge to the trol
ley showed extensive damage. In some 
areas, the supporting insulators fractured, 
and in other cases, the insulating sheath 
material had softened enough that the 
conductor rail dip lost its grip. Conse
quently, large sections of power
conducting rail were dropped or 
d;storteu. Rather than replacing this 
system with in-kiud equipment, which 
was not economically justifiable and 
would have unnecessarily exposed person
nel to contamination, it was replaced 
with a new flexible cable loor> system. 
The cables, about 100 ft ~n length and 
.TIuch like long extension cords, provide 
power and control interconnections 
between the bridge and trolley. A similar 
cable bypasses the crane conductor sys
tem to supply three-phase power to 
the bridge. 

Among the electrical equipment that 
was replaced in kind were 15 electrical 
relays and contacts in various control 
cabinets, which were corroded or mal
functioning. Five trolley and bridge accel
erating resistor banks, which were also 
corroded, showed low insulation 
resistance or had open circuits. In Fig
ure 10, damage to resistor bank insula
tion and windings can be seen. 

The crane control pfodant, which was 
superficially charred due to the hydrogen 
burn but found in subsequent tests to 
have retained its functional capabilities, 
was also replaced, as was the crane fes
toon, which was totally destroyed by the 
hydrogen burn. The control pendant, sus
pended from a cable, hangs at the 347-ft 
elevation in the Reactor Building and 
prDvides a means to remotely operate the 
crane in lieu of operation from the cab. 
The cable hangs from a trolley system at 
the '.valkway handrail. The pendant and 
cable lll&y be trolleyed back and forth 
along the walkway by means of the fes
toon. This issue of the Update includes 
an article on the cable and connector 
evaluation program that discusses studies 
of LlJe pendant cable. 

While the cable was replaced. in kind, 
the festoon was replacro with three· extra
flexible, flat, 12-conductor cables. The 
control pendant was replaced with a 
Eghtweight, watertight, neoprene control 
station, which has all but two of the 
original control functions; the new unit 
does not have a warning bell push button 
or key operated on/off switch because of 
their relative unimportante to the pri
mary role of the TMI-2 polar cr,me: 
head lift. 
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Figure 10. Insulation corrosion 
and winding breakage in these polar 
crane resistor banks caused open cir
cuits and low resistance. 

None of the cratle's .n;wtors or cIutclies 
l"<:eded to' be replaced, but were not 
aeclared electrically operable until after 
corrosion films bad been removed froe:. 
the slip rings. The metal conduit, which 
houses and routes electrical wiring 
around the polar crane, was not dam8,fed 
by the accident, and none of the internal 
wlrlns showed signs of distress. 

Mecbanicltl damage was minor, as 
compared to the damage to the electrical 
components, with significant replacement 
required only for the main hoist magnetic 
drum brakes. Becanse of the extent of 
the corrosion and their Critical impor
tance to safety, these brakes were 
replaced withollt determining whether 
they were operable. The brake wheels, 
however, needed on.Jy to be cleaned. 

Once recovery of the electrical and 
mechanical components of the bridge, 
trolley, and main hoist was complete, 
they were tested without 3l load to verify 
their operating ca,abilities. 

The remaining effort in the polar crane 
recovery project is fun load testing of the 
polar cratle. Scheduled for late 1983, the 
test calls for the hoist to lift about 
210 toIlS so it may be certified at 
110 tons-the approximate weight of the 
reacior vessel head. According to ANSI 
standards, the load rating of the crane 
can be no more than 8OlVo of the max
imum load the crane lifts during the test. 
A frame holding five missile shields, with 
an approximate total weight of 192 tons, 
as well as cables and associated lifting 
equipment will provide the weight. 

The test load will be lowered, stopped 
and held by the hoist brakes. and (many 
lowered to the floor. Then it will be 
transported 10 ft out and back by the 
trolley and at least 10 ft from side to side 
by the bridge. The load-wiD. be lifted 
again after rotating the bridge 
.180 d~.After ~tiOD of the 
polar crane, reactor vesselhelid removal 
is .sCheduled for early 1984. Cl 



Underhead Characterization 
Supports Reactor Vessel 
Head Removal 

One of the early OOE TMI Reactor 
Evaluation Program activities involved too Table 2. 
formation of a task group to evaluate and 
determine the best approaches to safely 
remove the TMI-2 reactor vessel head. Elevation 
This group, know.a as the Head Removal 
Task Group, included ri!prese~ves 
from Babcock & Wilcox, Bechtel 
Corporation. EO&:G Idaho, Inc., and 

{ft} (in.) 

GPU Nuclear. 327 77132 
326 6 

Based on the data obtained during the 
quick look closed-circuit television 

326 
325 

53/4 
6 

(CCTV) examirltion, the axial power 324 6 
shaping rod test, the control rod drive 324 4 
mechanism (CRDM) uncoupling opera 324 o 
tions, and engineering evaluations, the 323 6 
task group recommended that the head 323 o 
be removed dry-without flooding the 322 6 
adjoining refueling canal. Thlll dry 322 o 
method is essentially the same techrJque 

Quick Scan I Underhead Radiatio~ Levels. December 16, 1982 

used during normal refueling. The task 
group also rf:commended that an alter.. 
native wet method, during which the 
refueling canal is flooded, be available as 
a backup should higher-than-expected 
radiation levels be encountered during 
head lift operations. Based on task group 
recommendations, the work described 
below was started to support reactor 
vessel head removal. 

In order to confl1'lll conditions that 
could be expected during and after head 
removal, engineers and technicians char
acterized the environment under the reac
tor vessel head. Project activities included 
visual or CCTV observations of the 
l1l1derhead and upper-plenum surfaces, 
radiation level measurements inside the 
vessel, and debris samples from the 
upper-plenum surface. 

Core Location 

E·g 
(RIb) 

40 
~20 

170 
200 
240 
320 
550 
540 
530 
520 

50 
100 
200 
220 
340 
600 
540 
540 
580 



The first phase of undethead charac
terizationbeianin December 1982,when 
an ionization chamber was lowered into 
the reactor through two access openings 
that were created when the CRDM lead 
screws were removed for the quick-looks. 
This underhead radiation survey, called 
Quick Scan I. gave engineers radiation 
level data at a core midradius location 
(E-9) and at core center location H-llo 
The detector obtained data. presented in 
Table 2, from the 327-ft elevation just 
under thebead, down to the 322-ft eleva
tion just above the top of the plenum. 
Preliminary analyses of these data, per
formed by OPU Nuclear, indicat,ed 
that the radiation levels expected during 
head removal might be higher than 
originally estimated. 

The second phase of underhead charac
terization, or Quick Scan II, began in 
August 1983, when the reactor vessel 
water level was lowered to about 2 ft 
above the top surface of the plenum. 
Tf.chnicians removed the 800-lb center 
CRDM to gain access to the space 
between the dome of the reactor head 
and the top of the plenum. Once the 
CRDM was removed, technicians 
installed a hollow manipulator tube 
between the CRDM service structure and 
the top of reactor head. The tube, 
attached to the CRDM standpipe flange, 
helped technicians guide instruments and 
surveillance cameras through the opening 
into the reactor head. 

Because removal of the CRDM 
increased the size of the access opening 
through the head and the water level in 
the vessel was varied, engineers and tech
nicians were able to use larger equipment 
and conduct more comprehensive studies 
of the underhead enviroiunent. These 
activities included CCTVexiuiunations of 
the undersideo! the h~ ana" upper Por

, tions of tbepienum.ionizatlOnclIamber 
radiaton level meilsurenlents. thermo:. , 
lUIt$escent dosimder:(fWl ," ' , 
measurements. and Wnpllng of &bris 'on 
the ,plenum's top sUrface. ; " 

also able to inspect 
" 

two areas near the 
, 

outer edg~ of the plenUlIl. A review 
group evaluatedtbe video footage of the 
reactor upper plenum and fourid,no visi- ' 
ble evidence of distortion on tlie plenum., 
assembly. No visible miUerial floated on 
the water surface, and no distinct piles of 
debris were seen on the plenum surface 
aroUnd the access location. No mechani
cal debris or recognizable component 
pieces were seen. 

The camera did reveal a uniform layer 
of loose, finely divided debris about 
I mm deep, over the area examined. 
The loose debris appeared to be 
flusbable. The material obserVed on the 
inspected surfaces was of four different 
types. Some of the material consisted of 
finely divided, dark granules which 
appeared to be fairly heavy; these 
granules moved when disturbed by the 
camera manipulator, but settled quickly. 
A second type of debris consisted of very 
small, thin flakes of a light-reflective 
material; these were easily disturbed by 
water movement and settled slowly_ The 
third type of material was ,a light-eolored 
adherent layer deposited on horizdntal 
and vertical surfaces; this did,nofmovt'! 
unless it was touched by thecameraor 
manipulator. A few large vcrythinfJakes 
of light material, up to 2.,cmilcross~, 
represented the fourth type, of substance ' 
observed. TheSe flakes were thOught: to 
be pieCes of the adherent layertbat had, 
been dislodged by the camera or ,manipu- " 
Iator. The cameras, samplers, and other " 
devices used were relatively uncon-' ' ' 
taminated when removed from the, 
reactor. 

After completing'theCCTV e;'ItalJllIUl:" 

tions, technicians obtained tWo ' 

of the loose d~biis on the tOp 

the plenum. One Slimple ~':lnt~<:4 
approximately 10,:to 1.5 '11l& of-':1lialteriiaJ: 

"and had ra'Ldj"ia~(m' -rea4inJP':O;(g()CJ 



Ionization chamber radiation readings 
were made using the same basic technique 
used during Quick Scan 1. The radiation 
data collected during Quick Scan II are 
currently being evaluated; however, pre
liminary reviews indicate that the radia
tion levels may be slightly lower than 
estimates based on the Quick Scan I data. 
In addition, multichip TLD strings were 
lowered into the reactor to provide an 
overall radiation level profile and verify 
ionization chamber me!l.surements. 

The reactor vessel water level was then 
lowered farther to expose the upper sur
face of the plenum. CCTV observations 
were again made, and radiation level 
measurements were obtained with the 
ionization chamber and TLD string. The 
review group reconvened to observe the 
video footage and this time noted that 
the camera was able to see more than 
half of the undersurface of the head and 
more than 100/0 of the plenum cover sur
face. Two lanes between guide tubes were 
inspected to the periphery of the plenum 
assembly and still no piles of debris were 
visible. The lighter adherent layer visible 
in the first inspection seemed to have 
cracked when it dried out. The white 
adherent layer appea:;ed to be no more 
than 2 to 5 mils thick. Many tiny, highly 
reflective particles, approximately 3 mils 
in diameter, were visible on the horizon
tal and vertical surfaces. These may have 
b~n droplets of silver. 

The underside of the head was clean, 
although a thin light coating visible on 
the underhead surface appeared to have 
flaked off in numerous places. Lead
screw support tubes had localized 
deposi.... of light material in many places. 
Most of the outside support tube iurfaces 
appeared to be clean, but there were 
localized deposits of light material at the 
bottom end of several tubes. 

The underhead characterization data 
are providing engineers with valu&ble 
information to help determine the best 
methods to protect workers from radia
tion exposure during head removal opera
tions. The data will also form the basis 
for conducting plenum removal and even
tual defueIing of tire damaged Unit 2 
core. 0 
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